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Abstract

Quantity can be expressed in a variety of ways and at dif-
ferent levels of precision. One factor that influences numer-
ical description of elements in a visual scene is how long the
scene is observed. We extend a previous incremental model
of numerical perception to model quantified description under
time constraints. Our extended model predicts that as presen-
tation duration decreases and as the quantity of items to be
enumerated increases, the frequency of inexact quantifiers will
increase. We conducted two human subject elicitation stud-
ies to test these predictions. Our findings were consistent with
our model’s predictions. Additionally, we demonstrate that our
novel model of incremental numerical perception and quanti-
fied description closely predicts the precise proportion of exact
numerical responses generated by in these experiments.
Keywords: numerical language; numerical perception; quan-
tifiers; subitizing; counting; estimation; computational model

Introduction
Quantity can be expressed in a variety of ways and at dif-
ferent levels of precision. Speakers can use exact numbers
to describe quantities (e.g., “there are twenty-two guests at
the party”) or they can use more vague language (e.g., “there
are many guests at the party”). Many factors influence the
form and degree of precision of quantified language a speaker
uses, including pragmatic considerations (Cummins, 2015).
For example, speakers can express quantities in strategically
vague ways for the purpose of influencing behavior (Hesse &
Benz, 2018).

In the context of visual scene description, another factor in-
fluences quantified language: how long the scene is observed.
Research in numerical perception suggests that mental repre-
sentation of visual quantity is incrementally acquired through
temporally extended and attentionally-dependent perceptual
processes (Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994; Railo, Koivisto, Revon-
suo, & Hannula, 2008). Glancing at a scene allows one to
form a less precise representation of quantity, while taking the
time to count each relevant item gives one a precise numeri-
cal representation of quantity. Using exact numbers when in-
sufficient time has been devoted to complete enumeration of-
ten results in incorrect numerical guesses, and psychologists
studying numerical perception often rely on analysis of error
patterns during exact number elicitation tasks to make infer-
ences about underlying processes and representations (e.g.,
Mandler & Shebo, 1982).

However, outside psychophysics experiments, people are
rarely forced to express themselves using only exact numer-

ical expressions. Some recent work has begun to examine
patterns of quantified language usage in more unconstrained
situations. In particular, Barr, Deemter, and Fernández (2013)
found that when individuals produce quantified reference ex-
pressions (QREs), the form of the QRE was dependent on the
numerosity of the sets under consideration. When the quanti-
ties in each set were large, people tended to produce relational
expressions (e.g., “my set is the largest one”). However, when
the target set of objects consisted of a small quantity, people
tended to produce QREs with exact numerical descriptors de-
spite inexact QREs being sufficient to disambiguate the ex-
pression. This result suggests that people balance pragmatic
concerns of informativity with minimization of perceptual ef-
fort or cost.

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we ex-
tend a previous incremental model of numerical perception
to model quantified description under time constraints. This
provides an explicit model of perceptual cost that was lack-
ing in prior literature. The second contribution of this paper
is two novel human subject elicitation studies designed to test
the predictions generated by this model. Our extended model
predicts that as presentation duration decreases and as the
quantity of items to be enumerated increases, the frequency of
inexact quantifiers will increase. The findings from the exper-
iments were consistent with our model’s predictions. Addi-
tionally, we demonstrate that our novel model of incremental
numerical perception and quantified description closely pre-
dicts the precise proportion of exact numerical responses gen-
erated by in these experiments.

Computational Models of Numerical
Perception

The perception of numerosity consists of multiple processes,
each occurring at different rates and resulting in mental rep-
resentations of varying precision. Explicit counting provides
a slow, but precise, determination of number (Gelman & Gal-
listel, 1986) rooted in linguistic representation in a phonolog-
ical buffer (Whalen, Gallistel, & Gelman, 1999). Estimation
provides a rapid but less precise judgment of the quantity of a
group of objects (Barth, Kanwisher, & Spelke, 2003) rooted
in what has become known as the approximate number sys-
tem (ANS) (Dehaene, 2011). Between these two procedures,
a third process, called subitizing, provides both rapid and pre-
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cise judgments of numerosity, but only for small quantities,
from one to typically around four objects (Kaufman, Lord,
Reese, & Volkmann, 1949). Consequently, the range of nu-
merosities between one and four has become known as the
subitizing range. While debate still continues about the repre-
sentations and processes underlying subitizing, there are con-
verging lines of evidence that suggest that the object-tracking
system (OTS) plays a central role (Feigenson, Dehaene, &
Spelke, 2004).

Recently, there has been renewed interest in developing
neural models of numerical perception. These models typi-
cally focus on accounting for only a single process and form
of representation, such as estimation and the ANS (Chen,
Zhou, Fang, & McClelland, 2018) or counting and exact
number (Fang, Zhou, Chen, & McClelland, 2018). Some re-
searchers have begun to examine the generation of quantified
descriptions of visual scenes with varying levels of precision
(Pezzelle, Marelli, & Bernardi, 2017). However, these mod-
els also generally do not attempt to model the time course
of enumeration. The psychophysical literature on numerical
perception has shown that within the subitizing range, each
additional object requires only 40–100 ms to accurately enu-
merate, while outside the subitizing range, each additional
object requires 250–350 ms to enumerate (Trick & Pylyshyn,
1994). Most existing computational models of numerical per-
ception do not attempt to capture this aspect of enumeration,
nor do they provide accounts for how estimates can be refined
with additional time.

An Incremental Model
In contrast with these previous models, Briggs, Bridewell,
and Bello (2017) developed a computational model, im-
plemented in the ARCADIA cognitive system (Bridewell &
Bello, 2016), that models temporally extended numerical per-
ception and integrates various forms of numerical represen-
tation. The model contains components that implement three
distinct numerical representation systems: the ANS, the OTS,
and the phonological buffer. We will denote this model as
INP-Guess (incremental numerical perception and guessing).
INP-Guess operates by first ascertaining an approximate,

noisy estimate of quantity by deploying visual attention
toward the entire group of items to be enumerated.1 Subse-
quently, serial attention is deployed to each individual item
in the group. This process of serial attention first fills up
the visual short-term memory (vSTM) slots in ARCADIA’s
object-tracking system. If there are no more items to be
enumerated or no more available slots in vSTM, then a
lexical representation of the quantity of relevant items in
vSTM is subvocalized within the system’s phonological
buffer. After this point, subsequent serial focus to new items
is accompanied by subvocalization of the next count word in
the counting sequence.

1We refer the reader to the original model paper for details about
how visual attention is realized in the ARCADIA system.

Numerical Guessing. If the visual scene ends, or enumeration
otherwise ends, the model merges both the results from the
ANS and the lexicalized count into a single numerosity judg-
ment. If time allows for an explicit count to be fully generated
(i.e., all items had received individual attentional focus), the
explicit count is recorded. Otherwise, an educated guess is
made:

Guess(nc,ne,w) = nc + sample(N (ne−nc,
√

w · (ne−nc)))

where w denotes the Weber fraction of the ANS, ne denotes
the number of items that collectively received attentional fo-
cus during estimation, and nc denotes the number of items
that received individual focus during subitizing and counting.

As more items are individually attended to, an exact repre-
sentation of a lower bound on the number of visual items in
the scene increases. The equation above reflects the variance
of the noisy numerosity representation upon which linguistic
description is based decreasing as this lower bound increases.
Note, we are not proposing that serial deployment of attention
directly affects the variance of the representation produced by
the ANS. Rather, what we are proposing is that the partial ex-
act, lexical representation of number and the noisy ANS rep-
resentation are merged (Briggs, Bridewell, & Bello, 2017),
such that the resulting merged representation of numerosity
will have lower variance when more items have received se-
rial focus of attention. If there is enough time to devote atten-
tion to each item individually, then nc = ne and guess is equal
to the lexicalized count nc.

While the precise time Tattend it takes to fully attend to n
items individually within the INP-Guess model depends on
multiple task-related factors, we can formulate a mathemati-
cal approximation of the time required in a simple case (i.e.,
a single-task involving enumeration of all items in a visual
scene):

Tattend(n)≈ Tf ·min(rs,n)

+ ∏
max(rs,n)≤i≤n

Tsubvocal(i)+Tf

where Tf denotes the time necessary to attend to encode
a single item into vSTM, rs denotes the subitizing limit, and
Tsubvocal(i) denotes the time necessary to subvocalize the i-th
count word. Based on the original parameter values used by
Briggs and colleagues (2017), we set the following values:
Tf = 50ms, rs = 4. Subvocalization time Tsubvocal(i), varies
by number and is based on the formula from Huss and Byrne
(2003).

Therefore, the number of items nc that can be individually
attended to in INP-Guess within a time window of T can be
approximated as:

nc(T )≈ argmax
i≥0

{i|Tattend(i)≤ T −Testimate}

where Testimate denotes the time necessary for the initial es-
timation of quantity within the visual scene.

Briggs and colleagues (2017) demonstrated that the
INP-Guess model could account for the bilinear reaction time
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curve in enumeration (Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994). Addition-
ally, the INP-Guess model could account for the pattern of
error in studies of subitizing during conditions of divided at-
tention (Railo et al., 2008).

However, while being able to capture the pattern of error
in numerical guessing during tasks with time and attentional
constraints is desirable in a model of numerical perception, it
is an incomplete account of quantified language use. When
speaking with one another, people are faced with a variety
of communicative norms. Communicating exact numbers in
cases of noisy numerical representations would likely violate
these norms, including prohibitions against communicating
without adequate evidence (Grice’s Maxim of Quality) and
failure to be informative about one’s own certainty (Grice’s
Maxim of Quantity) (Grice, 1975). The use of inexact quanti-
fied description (e.g., “there are between 4 to 7 items”, “there
are about 6 items”, etc.) is one way to satisfy these commu-
nicate norms. While the wide range of quantified language
provides ample opportunity for investigation by researchers
in semantics and pragmatics (Cummins, 2015), an even more
basic question arises: how can we model when people decide
to use inexact quantified description?

Extension to Inexact Language
To model when people use inexact quantified descriptions, we
propose a simple extension to the INP-Guess model, which
we will denote as INP-Hedge. Instead of sampling a single
guess value, INP-Hedge obtains ν distinct guesses, which we
will denote as the multiset G = {g1, ...,gν}. This corresponds
to a collection of values an individual may find plausible. If
all the guesses in G are the same (g1 = g2 = ... = gν), then
we would predict an exact numerical description is generated
equivalent to the value of these guesses. Otherwise, we would
predict an inexact numerical description is generated, which
can be derived from the set of guesses. For instance, consider
a set of guesses G = {6,8,8}. Potential ways to linguistically
describe this set are “about eight” or “six to eight.”

How particular forms of inexact quantified description are
generated is a question beyond the scope of this paper. Here,
we do not attempt to model the distribution of specific forms
of inexact description. In the INP-Hedge model we currently
generate two forms of inexact expression: hedged numbers
(e.g., “about eight”) and intervals (e.g., “six to eight”). If the
majority of the sampled guesses are equal to a value X , then
INP-Hedge produces a hedged number expression anchored
in this majority guess (i.e., “about X”). Otherwise, the model
produces an interval response (“between X and Y ” ), where X
corresponds to the minimum guess and Y corresponds to the
maximum guess.

This quantified description mechanism is still preliminary,
and we will discuss how the INP-Hedge model can direct
future work on inexact quantifier realization in the general
discussion below. Overall, INP-Hedge assumes that speakers
would detect the uncertainty of their mental representation
of quantity by considering multiple plausible exact number
responses, and then elect to hedge their quantified descrip-

tions. Thus, the INP-Hedge model predicts that the limits
of human perceptual performance would influence language
usage, because there may be insufficient time to completely
eliminate uncertainty about quantity through serial attention.
Specifically, the INP-Hedge model predicts that enumeration
duration and numerosity have the following effects on
quantified language:

(P1) In the subitizing range (quantity 1-4), participants will
predominately use exact quantifiers.

(P2) For indefinitely long presentation durations, participants
will use exact quantifiers.

(P3) As presentation duration decreases, the frequency of
inexact quantifiers will increase.

If people elect to use inexact quantified language to avoid
being incorrect, as we hypothesized above, we can propose
one additional prediction:

(P4) In difficult duration/quantity pairings, participants that
responded by describing quantity using inexact quantifiers
will indicate higher confidence in the correctness of their
response vs. participants that responded in the same dura-
tion/quantity condition with exact numbers.

Experiment 1
To test our model’s predictions, we conducted an online nu-
merical perception and quantified language elicitation experi-
ment. Participants viewed videos in which varying quantities
of black dots were presented for varying durations.

Method
Participants. Thirty-nine participants (mean age = 36.3;
19 females, 19 males, and 1 other) volunteered through
the Amazon Mechanical Turk online platform (Paolacci,
Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010). All but one participant reported
being native English speakers.

Design, procedure, and materials. We manipulated the dura-
tion of stimulus presentation of dot clusters and the quantity
of elements (dots) presented. Three possible presentation du-
rations were used: 200 ms, 1000 ms, and an indefinite amount
of time (dots remained on the screen while participants re-
sponded). Three possible quantity ranges were used: [1−4],
[5−8], and [9−12]. The dot clusters in each video were ran-
domly arranged, and four videos were produced for each spe-
cific numerosity, yielding 16 unique videos for each stimulus
duration and numerosity condition (4 videos per number with
4 possible numbers per quantity range). Participants were
presented with one video from each of these duration/quantity
conditions in a random order, viewing nine videos in total.
Videos were 512x512 pixels in dimension with a light grey
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Stimulus Duration
Num. Range 0.2s 1.0s ∞ s

[1−4] 94.9% 97.4% 100.%
[5−8] 61.5% 87.2% 100.%
[9−12] 46.2% 53.8% 100.%

Table 1: Percentage of responses categorized as EXACT-NUM
by stimulus duration and numerosity range conditions in Ex-
periment 1.

background. A dark grey fixation cross appeared for one sec-
ond before the cluster of dots. A masker grid was displayed
following the stimulus interval (except in the indefinite enu-
meration time condition). After a video had concluded, par-
ticipants were asked to complete the following sentence, be-
ing as accurate and precise as possible:

“In the above video, there are black dot(s).”

Additionally, participants were asked to report their confi-
dence in their completed description (1 = very unsure to 5 =
very confident). Because we were primarily interested in in-
vestigating the precision of quantified description of a visual
scene, we used a free-response, sentence-completion task in-
stead of a completely free-response task. This was done to en-
courage quantified description and avoid descriptions of dot
clusters based on other attributes, such as spatial arrangement
(e.g., “I see a group of dots shaped like a constellation of
stars”).

Results
Analysis. The expressions used to complete the description
were categorized into five types: (1) exact numbers, which
we will denote as EXACT-NUM (e.g., “In the video above,
there are four black dot(s)”); (2) hedged numbers, denoted
as HEDGED-NUM (e.g., “In the video above, there are about
ten black dot(s)”); (3) intervals, denoted as INTERVAL (e.g.,
“In the video above, there are five to seven black dot(s)”);
(4) vague quantifiers, denoted as VAGUE-Q (e.g., “In the video
above, there are several black dots(s)”); and (5) other mis-
cellaneous expression, denoted as OTHER (e.g., “In the video
above, there are groups of black dot(s)”). Two annotators
classified each response. High inter-annotator agreement was
found (Cohen’s κ = .945). The proportions of exact numeri-
cal responses (EXACT-NUM) for each duration and numerosity
condition are reported in Table 1. All four predictions were
supported by the data.

Consistent with P1, 114 of 117 (97.4%) of responses in
conditions within the subitizing range were EXACT-NUM re-
sponses. Additionally, consistent with P2, only exact descrip-
tions were used when participants had an unlimited amount
of time to enumerate. Consistent with P3, the number of ex-
act responses decreased from 117 out of 117 in the indefi-
nite duration condition to 93 out of 117 with one second of
duration, yielding a significant difference (Fischer exact test,
p < .001). The number of exact responses further decreased

from 93 out of 117 to 79 out of 117 in the 200ms duration
condition, though this difference was only marginally signif-
icant (Fischer exact test, p = .054).

Finally, Wilcoxon-signed rank tests indicated confidence
ratings were significantly lower for exact responses than in-
exact responses for quantity ranges [5− 8] (p = .039) and
[9−12] (p < .001) at 200 ms presentation time and quantity
range [9−12] (p = .007) at 1000 ms presentation time, sup-
porting our final prediction (P4).

Intriguingly, only 23 out of the 39 participants (59%) used
inexact quantifiers. The other 16 out of 39 (41%) only
used exact number responses, guessing in cases of uncer-
tainty. As previously discussed, we would expect a partic-
ipant who uses inexact quantified descriptions to generate
these inexact descriptions to express uncertainty and avoid
incorrectness when exact enumeration is difficult. Therefore,
we would predict the EXACT-NUM responses from participants
who used only EXACT-NUM responses to be less accurate than
those generated by participants who switch between exact
and inexact expressions. The data supported this prediction.
The accuracy of EXACT-NUM responses from participants who
used only exact expressions (69.4%) was found to be lower
than those from participants who sometimes used inexact ex-
pressions (91.8%), yielding a significant difference (Mann-
Whitney U test, p < .001).

Model Fit
While our four main predictions were supported by the data,
we also sought to test how well the INP-Hedge model pre-
dicts the precise frequency of EXACT-NUM responses in each
stimulus duration and numerosity condition. We ran the
INP-Hedge model2 ten times on each video from Experiment
1. The proportion of exact quantifier responses produced
by INP-Hedge, compared with the human data from Experi-
ment 1, is found in Figure 1. The results of the human data
were highly correlated with the proportion of exact/inexact
quantifiers selected by the INP-Hedge model (Spearman’s ρ

= 0.938). Though the correlational fit is high, we can see
that INP-Hedge underestimates the amount of EXACT-NUM re-
sponses in the hardest duration and numerosity conditions.
Specifically, INP-Hedge underestimates exact responses in
numerosity ranges [5− 8] and [9− 12] by 43% and 28%, re-
spectively. Exact responses during medium durations (1000
ms) for larger numerosities ([9−12]) are also underestimated
by 33%.

What could explain this underestimation? Recall that a
sizable portion (41%) of participants only gave EXACT-NUM
descriptions. That is to say, about 4 out of every 10 partici-
pants guessed an exact number response when they were un-
certain about the quantity of dots. To account for this, we
revisited the Experiment 1 videos, running the INP-Guess
model four times on each video and the INP-Hedge model
six times (replicating the mixed set of strategies found in hu-
man participants). Not only was the correlational fit of this

2Setting ν = 3.
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Figure 1: Predicted proportions of EXACT-NUM responses based on our model (pink) and our model adjusted for the number of
participants that give only exact-number responses (yellow), compared with proportion of EXACT-NUM responses from human
data in Experiment 1 (blue).

mixed-model improved (Spearman’s ρ=.956), but the precise
predictions about exact response frequency are much closer
to the observed frequencies from the human data. Propor-
tion differences are reduced during short stimulus durations
(200ms) to 9% and 1%, for numerosity ranges [5− 8] and
[9−12], respectively. Finally, the difference in exact response
proportion is reduced to approximately 4% for larger quanti-
ties ([9−12]) during medium durations (1000ms).

Experiment 2
Roughly 40% of participants in Experiment 1 only gave exact
numerical responses. This is in line with other studies, where
a subset of participants use only exact numerical expressions
for all items. For instance, in a QRE elicitation task, about
20% of participants used only exact numerical expressions
(Barr, Deemter, & Fernández, 2013). However, unlike in Barr
and colleagues (2013), participants in Experiment 1 did not
have unlimited amounts of time to view stimuli. Therefore, it
seems likely that participants are limiting their set of potential
quantified response forms a priori. One possible explanation
is that because each trial in Experiment 1 involved a question
asking the participant to rate the confidence of their numerical
expression, participants may have felt less pressure to hedge
uncertainty about the observed quantity in the language of
the numerical expression itself. Rather, participants may have
been more inclined to guess an exact number, then hedge their
uncertainty in the confidence question. In Experiment 2, we
sought to eliminate this possibility.

Method
Participants. Forty participants (mean age = 35.4; 19 females
and 21 males) volunteered through the Amazon Mechanical
Turk online platform. All participants reported being native
English speakers.

Design, procedure, and materials. The experimental design,
procedures, and materials were identical to Experiment 1, ex-
cept in two respects. First, the confidence question was elim-
inated. Second, the number of trials each participant com-
pleted was increased to 18 (two trials per numerosity range
and stimulus duration condition). Videos were randomly
sampled from each stimulus duration and numerosity cate-
gory without replacement.

Results

As with Experiment 1, two annotators used the same labels
to categorize all the expressions participants produced. Inter-
annotator agreement was again high (Cohen’s κ = .938).
Table 2 lists not only the proportion of exact quantified de-
scriptions, but the precise counts of each type of expression
found. We found that 14 out of 40 participants (35%) in
Experiment 2 used only EXACT-NUM expressions, compared
with the 16 out of 39 (41%) in Experiment 1. While the
proportion of participants using only exact expressions
slightly decreased in Experiment 2, this difference is not
statistically significant (Fischer’s exact test, p = .647) given
the number of participants in each study. Consistent with
Experiment 1, we also found that EXACT-NUM responses
from participants who used only exact descriptions were
less accurate (61.9%) than those from participants who
sometimes used inexact expressions (88.9%), yielding a
significant difference (Mann-Whitney U test, p < .001).

Predictions. Aside from P4, which could not be tested as
there was no confidence data in this experiment, the main
predictions were also still supported. Consistent with P1,
233 out of 240 (97.1%) responses in the subitizing range
were exact. Also, 235 out of 240 (97.9%) responses in the
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Response [1−4] [5−8] [9−12]
Type 0.2s 1.0s ∞ 0.2s 1.0s ∞ 0.2s 1.0s ∞

EXACT-NUM 75 79 79 45 67 80 35 36 76
HEDGED-NUM 2 0 0 16 8 0 13 15 1
INTERVAL 1 0 0 9 4 0 14 13 0
VAGUE-Q 2 1 1 10 0 0 17 14 3
OTHER 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0

Exp. 2: Exact % 93.8 98.8 98.8 56.3 83.8 100. 43.8 45.0 95.0
Model (INP-Hedge): Exact % 85.3 100. 100. 18.4 86.9 100. 3.4 20.9 100.

Model (40% INP-Guess): Exact % 90.3 100. 100. 52.2 90.6 100. 45.3 49.4 100.

Table 2: Counts of response types by stimulus duration and numerosity conditions for Experiment 2.

indefinite duration condition were exact, consistent with P2.
Consistent with P3, the number of exact responses decreased
from 235 out of 240 in the indefinite duration condition
to 182 out of 240 with one second of duration, yielding a
significant difference (Fischer exact test, p < .001). The
number of exact responses further decreased from 182 out
of 240 to 155 out of 240 in the 200ms duration condition,
yielding a significant difference (Fischer exact test, p= .009).

Model Fit. The pattern of exact/inexact response was sim-
ilar to Experiment 1. Correlation of the proportion of ex-
act is high (Spearman’s ρ = 0.926). Underestimation of
usage of exact numerical expressions remains in the post-
subitizing range for short stimulus durations (200ms) and
larger numerosity ranges. Specifically, INP-Hedge under-
estimates exact responses in numerosity ranges [5− 8] and
[9− 12] by 38% and 40%, respectively. Exact responses
during medium durations (1000 ms) for larger numerosities
([9−12]) are also underestimated by 24%. Our mixed model,
(40% INP-Guess, 60% INP-Hedge) increases model corre-
lation (Spearman’s ρ = 0.944), while reducing this observed
underestimation. Proportion differences are reduced during
short stimulus durations (200ms) to 4% and 3%, for numeros-
ity ranges [5−8] and [9−12], respectively. Finally, the differ-
ence in exact response proportion is reduced to approximately
4% for larger quantities ([9− 12]) during medium durations
(1000ms).

General Discussion
The results of our two quantified language elicitation experi-
ments demonstrate that the use of precise quantified language
to describe visual scenes decreases with decreased viewing
time or increased stimulus quantity. Future computational
models of quantified description of visual scenes, regardless
of how they are implemented, need to account for this phe-
nomenon to fully capture human quantified language use.
We contend that to make sense of these results, one must
view numerical perception as a temporally extended process
in which uncertainty is reduced by additional perception of
the visual scene. Both computational models we presented
above, INP-Guess and INP-Hedge, account for this reduc-

tion of uncertainty by a proposed model of serial deployment
of attention to individual items in the visual scene.

While we have demonstrated that a combination of these
psychologically grounded and attention-driven models of nu-
merical perception and quantifier use is able to closely fit
human patterns of quantified language use under time con-
straints, many open questions still remain. One question
raised by our quantifier elicitation experiments (and results
from Barr and colleagues, 2013) is how do people decide to
constrain the set of quantifiers they elect to even consider gen-
erating? Because our elicitation experiment contained rela-
tively small quantities of visual items (1-12), participants may
have felt that the degree of potential error in exact number
guessing to be acceptable. With this explanation, increas-
ing the number of potential visual items (e.g., 50-120) may
reduce the proportion of participants giving only exact re-
sponses. Likewise, task motivation and context would po-
tentially affect quantifier use. Situations were precision is
critical and error may lead to highly negative consequences
are likely to elicit more exact quantified language.

This work raises another series of questions regarding the
realization of inexact quantified language. If people do con-
sider multiple forms of inexact quantified language, how do
people choose the precise language to use in a particular con-
text? The mechanism for selecting different forms of quan-
tified description in our proposed model is still rudimentary.
However, it does begin to make some predictions. For in-
stance, the current model would predict that the bounds of
interval expressions would increase proportionally with re-
duced enumeration time or increased numerosity. In future
work, we hope to address a variety of these open questions
and hypotheses.
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